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B
ookshelves tend to live quietly in the

backgrounds of interiors, really coming

alive with their contents. There are, of

course, the beautiful built-ins that shine

in upscale design magazines – notable with their

exquisite crowns or fluting, elegant trims, exotic

wood or paint finishes. 

But freestanding bookshelves are turning heads.

They’ve been elevated from mundane brown box-

es to centerpieces with dynamic design elements

in a range of styles, finishes and occasionally bold

colors – all of which spell modern, even with tradi-

tional roots. While edgy contemporary pieces

have been available in Europe for decades, they

now are making much more of a splash at retail

here.

Modular, architectural or sculptural, these book-

cases are no wallflowers. They lean, they anchor, they

float, they divide space. And some do it in most un-

conventional ways – in circular frames, organic

shapes, cubes that create engaging compositions on

the wall, shelves that are asymmetrical or slant side-

COURTESY OF CB2

Ladder-like shelving in white quarter-sawn oak is punctuated by squared metal-tube frames in powder-coated carbon. Each
wall-mounted Helix shelving unit is 30 inches wide by 20 inches deep and 70 inches tall and sells for $199 at CB2. 

Bookshelves lend
STYLE to storage

Styling your shelves

We asked Anne DeCocco of The N&O Design
Team to share the secrets to shelves that

are well-organized as well as stylish:
Reuse: “Shop,” around your house,
looking in closets, attics and basements
for items that could use a change of
scenery, small decorative mirrors and pieces of art,
books that have been forgotten, etc. 
The library look: One look that’s rich with tradition is
filling the shelves with books, as in a proper library. The
problem: It can look like a mishmash of color and pat-
tern. Try removing the paper covers from your best-
sellers – quiets them right down. Group by subject,
placing the tallest books at the ends and alternating
those ends from shelf to shelf. Grouping by color
makes an interesting look, though it will be much harder
to find the book you’re looking for.
The arty approach: Incorporate collectibles and/or
works of art (sculpture and small framed paintings on
easels). Some shelves can house a limited group of
books at one end and a small, horizontal stack of
books with an item sitting atop the stack. A larger item
or perched artwork can anchor the other end. Some
shelves will just house an interesting collection, dis-
played on varying levels (use small boxes or books as
lifts).
Give it life: I love to see a living plant on a bookshelf.

Choose a leafy, trailing specimen that can live in a low light
location, and place it at the end of one of the shelves.
Water. Feed. Enjoy. 
Mix textures: Some sparkle – a mirror or anything with a
reflective surface – will provide the eye with some relief
from the sea of books.
Don’t go overboard: Curb the urge to crowd. A couple of
well-chosen, much-loved items, such as souvenirs, framed
family photos, a bowl of seashells or a treasured antique,
deserve to have some space around them so that they can
be clearly seen and enjoyed.

SOURCE: ANNE DECOCCO, DECOCCODESIGN OF RALEIGH: 919-612-6464 SEE SHELVES, PAGE 4D

HELP YOURS BECOME MORE
THAN JUST A WALLFLOWER

COURTESY OF NOIR

Many of the book-
cases designed for
Noir are inspired by
finds in flea mar-
kets, little shops in
Los Angeles and
other travels.

DeCocco
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I relocated here from New Mex-
ico in November, and even though
it is winter, I am really enjoying
how much more greener every-
thing is! I am looking forward to my
first spring here. I do want to learn
about the native plants, and I was
wondering if you knew of a source
within easy driving distance that
featured native plants for sale. 
Evelyn Martin
Sanford

First, a belated welcome to The
Old North State. 

Now, as far as searching for bo-
tanical beauties from the North
Carolina wild goes, I’m sure garden
shops in your area will have at least
some nursery-grown native plants
for sale this spring. However, if you
want an intensive, enjoyable im-
mersion into the indigenous, pick
any pretty day from, say, the first
weekend of April to mid-May, and
head to the N.C. Botanical Garden
(ncbg.unc.edu) in Chapel Hill.
There you will find a superior pub-
lic garden dedicated to native spe-
cies awash – nay, festooned in
spring-flowering plants that call
this state home. And be sure to stop
by their new garden shop because,
besides books, trinkets and what-
nots, they also sell native plants
that are propagated at the Garden.

But wait! There’s more! After you
have explored the Botanical Gar-
den, head west about eight miles to
N i c h e G a r d e n s ( n i c h e g a r -
dens.com), which is, in my opinion,
one of the best native plant nurser-
ies in the Southeast. If your credit
card doesn’t melt down there, it will
probably be because you left it at
home. In other words, their tempt-
ing, nursery-grown selections are
extensive. Check their website for
operating hours, and since they are
also an online plant store, do some
homework beforehand to see what
kinds of wild pretties they have to
offer on their grounds, or you can
also just order online.

L.A. JACKSON

Indian Pink is a Southeast wild-
flower that grows in moist woods
and along wooded stream banks.

Go wild!
Native plants

on parade
Ask the Gardener

L.A. Jackson

SEE JACKSON, PAGE 3D

Feb. 15 is your last chance to help us
create a state travel guide featuring your
favorite places in North Carolina. 

It’s easy: Visit http://nando.com/ncplaces
and tell us about the places and activities you
consider “must-see” and “must-do” in the
Tar Heel State: amusement parks, gardens,
historic homes, spots for hiking, hunting,
music and more. If you took a photo you’d
like to share, we invite you to post it as well.

Tell us who you are and how to reach you if
we need more information. (We won’t publish
your phone number.) We’ll take it from there.

Thanks for helping us share the best of
North Carolina.

Favorite N.C.
spot? Tell us!

OUTER BANKS VISITORS BUREAU VIA AP

Tell us about the places and activities
you consider “must-see” and “must-
do” in the Tar Heel State. 

By Bill LaHay
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Imagine the challenges of producing an 18th-century historical
drama, or a reality TV show that replicates life two centuries ago.
Everything on the set has to come almost directly from nature. You’d
have clay, wood, fabric, stone, glass, some crude metallurgy and

that’s about it. No petroleum-based plas-
tics or paints, no synthetic fabrics, no
electronics.

That world would be considerably sim-
pler, with fewer and mostly muted col-
ors, roughly textured or hand-shaped
surfaces, and more evidence of time and
weather aging the materials and every-
day items of ordinary life. Would it be
dull and lifeless? Hardly, at least if you
ask Hans Blomquist.

Blomquist is an art director and de-
signer whose signature style often lies
within the boundaries of those afore-
mentioned limitations, but he doesn’t
seem confined by them. Instead, the
smaller palette of colors, textures and
materials seems to free him from distrac-
tions he’d likely find unwelcome anyway.
Those “limited,” design elements, it

turns out, were enough to fill a book that Blomquist produced with
photographer Debi Treloar called “The Natural Home.”

Like many books on interior design, “The Natural Home,” features
spaces that appear carefully staged, almost like set pieces. That at-

Letting the Earth set the tone

COURTESY OF DEBI TRELOAR

Unfinished plank floors and hand-troweled plaster walls
blend nicely with humble furnishings of grayed wood. 

Allowing your home to look grown, not built,
with the help of a discerning design eye

SEE EARTH, PAGE 4D

About the book
The Natural Home
Hans Blomquist,
Ryland, Peters & Small,
160 pages 
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